Attractiveness of conspicuous sceneries within urban scenery as seen from high-rise buildings This paper aims to clarify, on the basis of varied viewpoint heights, the relationship between the characteristics of visual unity and the attractiveness of conspicuous sceneries within urban scenery. Authors analyzed sketches of urban sceneries drawn by subjects. The sketches showed conspicuous sceneries and their visual unity that subjects recognized while drawing these sceneries within each urban scenery. The results showed different trends related to the position of scenery components and visual unity characteristics, which are important for the feeling attractiveness in urban scenery.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF VISUAL UNITY BASED ON THE VARIATION OF VIEWPOINT HEIGHTS
Attractiveness of conspicuous sceneries within sceneryas seen from high-rise buildings
In urban sceneries, people recognize conspicuously attractive and unattractive sceneries, which include visual unity perceived consciously or unconsciously. In the perception of conspicuous sceneries, people naturally recognize visual unity and feel attractiveness through its features. However, visual unity characteristics are affected by the variation of viewpoint heights because people perceive scenery components differently according to each viewpoint height.
In this study, authors selected three viewpoint heights: 90m, 220m and 350m and analyzed the relationship between visual unity characteristics and attractiveness of conspicuous sceneries within urban sceneries based on the variation of viewpoint heights.
First, authors asked subjects to sketch the conspicuously recognized scenes within each urban scenery and mark the parts with visual unity in the sketches they drew. Authors could extract conspicuous sceneries and visual unity from the sketches because subjects directly drew their instantaneous perception and marked their impressions of urban sceneries. (Table 1 , 2 and Fig. 1) Second, authors classified visual unity characteristics into the following three categories ( Fig. 1): 1. Characteristics related to the relationship between visual unity and the subject: distance from the view spot to the center of visual unity and depression angle of visual unity.
2. Physical characteristics of visual unity: components and shape of visual unity 3. Psychological characteristics of the subject: conspicuity and identification of visual unity Third, the relationship between the variation of viewpoint heights and visual unity characteristics was analyzed in part 4 of the paper. The results were as follows:
